
PREFACE

The following Selkup texts were written down by me
in Leningrad, in the autumn of 1964. For four years I

was ennployed as a lecturer of the Hungarian language and
Finno-Ugrian linguistics at the Philological Faculty of the

Zdanov University in Leningrad. During this tinae I suc-
ceeded in writing down texts and other materials for lin-

guistic purposes in some Uralic languages (Votic, Lappish,

Selkup, Nenets) , The Selkup texts and vocabulary, follow-

ing below, are part of these nnaterials.

Selkup (with P^ter Hajdd: SeTkup) are the only remain-
ing representatives of the southern Samoyeds.* They are

called also "Ostyak Sanaoyeds". P^ter Hajdd writes about

them: "Today the nnajority of the Sel'kup who speak their

nnother tongue live along the Taz and its tributaries, as

well as along the Turukhan and the Yeloguy (both left-side

tributaries of the Yenisey) , This northern branch, how-
ever, has only been living here since the seventeenth cen-
tury. Before that, all of the SeVkup lived along the Middle
Ob' and its tributaries (Narym, Tym, Ket, Vasyugan,
Parabel') , on the section of the Ob' which is situated be-

tween the Chulym and the Vakh. At present there still are

Sel'kup living in this more southerly region, mainly in the

Narym district, but these became bilingual as early as the

beginning of the twentieth century. The former and present

day Serkup inhabitants belong administratively partly to the

Tomsk Territory, partly to the Khanty — Mansiy, and

partly to the Yamalo — Nenets national okrugs,"
A detailed bibliography of linguistic and ethnographic

works on the Samoyeds, among them on the Selkup, was pub-

lished by P^ter Hajdil in his work quoted above, p. 89-114.

P^ter Hajdxl: The Sannoyed Peoples and Languages.

Indiana University Publications. Uralic and Altaic Series,

Vol. 14 Bloomington 1963, p. 3-4.



2 Selkup Texts

Selkup is one of the little researched Samoyed lan-

guages, and the Tym — dialect of Selkup is nearly unre-
searched.

A study of Selkup must start from the following works
of Gastrin, M. A.

:

. Grammatik der samojedischen Sprachen. St.

Petersburg 1854.

. WOrterverzeichnisse aus den samojedischen
Sprachen. St. Petersburg 1855.

. and Lehtisalo, T.V, Samojedische Volksdichtung.

MSFOu * 83 (1940).

. and Lehtisalo, T.V. Samojedische Sprach-
materialien. MSFOu IZZ ( 1960) .

The texts of Gastrin appeared as an appendix to his

above mentioned vocabulary, and a new issue more faith-

ful to the original manuscript appeared in 1940 (see above,

MSFOu 83) .

Selkup texts and ^X^ords were written down by Kai
Donner too. Donner*s Selkup nnaterials have not been pub-

lished as yet. He has published sonae words of his Selkuj)

materials in some monographs, in particular in his mono-
graphy: Ober die anlantenden labialen Spiranten und Ver-
schlusslaute im Samojedischen und Uralischen, MSFOu 4^)

( 1920) , His texts are not supplied with translation, and
they were laid by as insoluble ones in the archives of Re-
search Institute Suoncien Suku (Helsinki) ,

From the 17th till the 19th century Santioyed (annong

thenn also some Selkup) words were written down by dif-

ferent researchers. These sporadic materials were col-

lected and issued by Kai Donner: Samojedische WOrter-
verzeichnisse. MSFOu 64 ( 1932) .

The Selkup words that had been written down by K^roly
Pctpay were issued by P^ter Hajdd: P^pay Kc[roly szelkup

szdjegyz^ke, NyK*" 54(1953).
The following works of G.N. Prokofyev are also im-

portant sources;

M^moires de la Soci^t^ Finno-Ougrienne. Helsinki.

Nyelvtudom^nyi Kozlem^nyek /Budapest/.
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Materialien zur Erforschung der Ostjak —
Samojedischen Sprache, Die Tasovsche Mundart. Ungari-

sche Jahrbacher 11 (Berlin 1931).

. SeTkupskij (Ostyako — Samoyedskij) jazyk.

Cast' pervaja. Serkupskaja graramatika. Leningrad

1935, p. 36.

.
SeTkupskij (Ostyako — Samoyedskij) jazyk.

In: Jazyki i pi^mennost* narodov severa. Cast* I. Jazyki

i pismennost' samoyedskix; finno — ugorskix narodov,

Ed. by G. N. Prokofyev. Moscow — Leningrad p. 124.

It is very difficult to find a narrator, who speaks the

Tym — dialect of the Selkup language. There are few re-

presentatives of this dialect, who could speak their mother
tongue, when travelling about in the big cities of the Soviet

Union, Most of them that had gone away from the Selkup

villages generally forgot Selkup, and spoke only Russian.

Nevertheless in the fourth year of my stage in Leningrad,

I could get a Selkup narrator with the help of the Faculty

for Peoples and Languages of the Far North of the Herzen
Pedagogical Institute in Leningrad, My narrator was
Tatjana Dmitrievna Tagina, a Selkup village teacher,

knowing here nnother tongue (Tym-dialect of Selkup) rather

well. She had been in Leningrad for a year (school-year

1964/65); she attended a course for teachers in the north-

ern villages. All of the following Selkup materials were
dictated by Tagina.

T.D. Tagina was born in 1921 in Napas, a village be-

longing to the Tym district. At home, in her family she

spoke and still speaks Selkup. She teaches elementary

knowledge for little children (in the lower classes of an

elementary school) in Russian and Selkup. She can speak

both of these languages well, but she mixes some Russian

words into her Selkup. It is quite natural, as many small

peoples of the USSR, among them many representatives of

the Samoyed, and Finno-Ugrien peoples are bilingual

today.



4 SeLVup Texts

G. N. Prokofyev* writes about tfee Tym nationality —
district that there are only Selkijp people there. Their

number in this district before 1930 is estimated nearly

500, but in the years sifter 1930 their number became
about twice as maay because a lot of Selkups nioved here

from the sou^Aern Selkup districts, and from the surround-

ings of Vasyugan,
Taking this remark of G.N. Prokofyev in considera-

tion we nciust reckon with some mixing up of the different

Selkup dialects in the Tym district. It can be supposed that

the original Tym-dialect has affected the language of the

newconaers more than inversely, as the newconners did

not speak unified dialect before the change in their dwell-

place. But the different dialects of the newcomers ought

to affect the Selkup dialect of the Tym-district too. So

we must reckon with the possibility of such influences also

in case of our Tagina, But considering the principla char-

acteristics, she speaks undoubtedly the Tym-dialect,

; had to work with a dialect that had been very little

investigated. No texts, no vocabulary, and no grammar
of this dialect were at my disposal. (The above-mentioned

work of G.N. Prokofyev is the grammar of another Selkup

dialect, the Taz-dialect, and there are significant differ-

-.wi-6 between the Selkup dialects, G. N. Prokofyen dis-

tinguishes in his preface conditionally three dialects of

Selkup: the Tym-, the Taz-, and the Ket-dialect.

)

The materials published here should serve linguistic

purposes first of all. Only some of the texts are inter-

esting also from the point of view of their contents. Among
the eight texts there is one Selkup song ( 1) , there are two

tales and one short story that seem to be original Selkup

ones (2, 3, 6) , The other tales (4, 5, 7, 8) show a strong

Russian influence, the narrator has either heard or read

them in Russian, and then retold them in Selkup, mixing

them with some Selkup elements.

Serkups kaja Gramnnatika, p.
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